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[Includes] ① Multi stay base  ② Arm Adapter x 2

[Dimensions (WxHxD)] 216x184x72.5mm / 8.6x7.4x2.9inch
[Weight] Approx. 300g / 10.5oz
[Construction] Plastic, stainless steel, brass and rubber

[Included] Bracket Shoe

Plain and simple arm set for SLR camera / 
video housings.

Sea Arm & Stay

Desiccant

Multi Stay Set & Bracket Shoe

Arm & Stay

Fiber Optic Cable for Compact Digital Cameras

Ballast Weight

Grip Stay

Desiccant Pack (silica gel) 
*5 packs in a hermetically sealed package

62108

A stay is used to assemble arms and strobes with 
a camera or housing.  It is an essential 
component in your underwater photography 
system.  The SEA&SEA Multi Stay is a complete 
set of parts designed to be custom-configured 
to accommodate your specific system.

　Multi Stay Set 
21100

21140

Sea Arm Light Single Set
20503

[Construction] Glass fiber fortified nylon
[The Sea Arm Light Single Set includes] 
① 2 compact light arms: 130mm / 5.1inch x 2
② Compact light joint: 50x45mm / 2.0x1.8inch 
③ Compact light multi stay: 135x65x27mm / 5.3x2.6x1.1inch
④ Light stay adaptor: 76x36x36mm / 3.0x1.4x1.4inch
⑤ Compact light knob: 45x16mm / 1.8x0.6inch
*Total weight of the Sea Arm Light Single Set: 330g / 11.6oz.

This multiple-type arm stay set has been updated to allow greater tightening force. Plastic resin 
construction prevents electric corrosion and makes it more durable. The new ball joint design allows firmer 
tightening and smoother loosening, and tighter grip at each joint makes arm position more secure.

Improves autofocus performance in low-light 
situations and night diving.Essential for macro 
photography. No modification required for models 
equipped with a corresponding connector.

Sea Arm Set

Shutter-Activated Focus Light

Sea Arm Ⅶ Set
22104

Shutter-Activated Focus Light
46060

[Construction] Plastic resin reinforced with glass fiber
[Length/Weight] 
① Camera base: 40x70x135mm / 126g (1.6x2.8x5.4inch / 4.4oz)
② Double Ball S + Grip S: 191mm / 120g (7.6inch / 4.2oz)
③ Double Ball M + Grip M: 231mm / 150g (9.2inch / 5.3oz)
④ Head SS: 116mm / 50g (4.6inch / 1.8oz)
⑤ Head S: 186mm / 70g (7.4inch / 2.5oz)
⑥ Ball Base: 80mm / 51g (3.2inch / 1.8oz)
⑦ Two Ball Joint set: 70mm / 101g (2.8inch / 3.5oz)
⑧ Slide Fixed Direct Arm: 61mm / 100g (2.4inch / 3.5oz)

*Accepts various housings for compact digital camera such as DX-2G / DX-1200HD.

[Power] 2.1W / 6V 
[Power source] CR123A x 2
[Battery life] 3.5 consecutive hours 
[Depth rating] 60m / 200ft 
[Dimensions (cord excluded)] 59x37x143mm / 2.3x1.5x5.6inch 
[Weight (battery excluded)] Approx. 230g / 8oz
[Accessories] Diffuser

*Requires the Mini Shoe Arm or Hot Shoe Arm (optional) to attach the
 Shutter-activated Focus Light to a housing.

Sea Arm Ⅶ Basic Set
22106

[Specifications] 
② Double Ball S + Grip S
③ Double Ball M + Grip M
④ Head SS
⑤ Head S
⑦ Two Ball Joint set:
⑧ Slide Fixed Direct Arm

A flexible arm suitable for mini 
strobes or small underwater 
light. Attaches to DX stay and 
multistay set.

    DX Arm

Flexible Light Arm

29070

This arm attaches to a Sea Arm bracket 
and enables limitless angles of 
illumination.  Extension arm available 
for adjustment of length.

　Flexible Light Arm
29501

This shoe arm attaches to a housing port or an accessory 
shoe on the multi strobe ring. Accepts small strobes, 
shutter-activated focus light.

Hot Shoe Arm

22103

An accessory shoe arm with swivel capability of 360°.

　Hot Shoe Arm Ⅲ

29511

This mini shoe arm attaches to a housing port or an 
accessory shoe on the multi strobe ring. Accepts small 
strobes, shutter-activated focus light.

Mini Shoe Arm

Shoe Arms

00000

Reduces vignetting in the viewfinder’s image. Recommended 
for wide-angle photography or other situations when it is 
essential to check the overall composition of the picture. 
Depending on the situation, the viewfinder can be replaced 
with a standard pick-up viewfinder.
*The reflected image appears in the four corners of the viewfinder 
depending on the camera model.

Optical Viewfinder 0.5x

46104

We recommend this viewfinder for near-sighted users and for 
photographers who want to make sure the focus is clear in 
the center of the image during macro photography. You can 
interchange this viewfinder with the standard pickup 
viewfinder to best suit your needs.
*The reflected image appears in the four corners of the viewfinder.

Optical Viewfinder 0.8x

00000

Grip and base stay with adjustable horizontal 
width and angle. The Sea Arm Ⅶ or a new 
housing lanyard can be attached to the grip.

Grip-Stay L

Pick up Finder

Grip Stay

4-Piece Kit for Flexible Light Arm

29080

4-section extension. Mounting tool 
optional.

Flexible Light Arm 4-Piece Kit

　Multi Strobe Rings

41200

This ring has 7 accessory shoes and is 
designed for use exclusively with an 
NX compact macro port base. Allows 
the attachment of a small strobe.

Multi Strobe Ringφ100mm

New Housing Lanyard

56061

Attaches to the hand grips. A 
safe and convenient way to 
carry your housing.  It can be 
attached to any SEA&SEA 
housing model.

New Housing Lanyard

50107

This fiber-optic cable resists bending 
and has improved light-conducting 
efficiency.

Fiber-Optic Cable (L-type)

50109

Stick the Velcro tape to the 
underwater housing covering the 
camera's built-in flash. Connect the 
Fiber-optic cable (L-type).
*The Velcro tape to be cut off in accordance 
with the shape of the housing.
*Compatibility depends on the model of the 
housing.

Strobe Mask Set

52119

*The appropriate Close-UP Lens Ring is 
required to attach to the DX-2G / DX-1G / 
DX-1200HD housings. (Magnification can be 
multiplied by stacking them.)

Close-UP Lens 125

22102

This weight can be used to adjust the 
buoyancy when the housing is used 
without accessories.
*This cannot be used together with an 
optional stay.

*This cannot be attached to DX-2G / DX-1G 
housings.

Keep your digital camera dry in 
humid conditions: a silica gel pack 
inside your housing absorbs moisture 
and prevents condensation.

Ballast Weight

22107

The tray and arm hold your camera and 
housing and a compact underwater strobe 
or a compact underwater video light. A 
fiber-optic cable can be laced into the arm 
(grip) for easy operation.

Grip-Stay S

21130

A lightweight stay that attaches SEA&SEA strobes and lights to digital 
cameras. Compatible with most digital cameras. Constructed of 
lightweight corrosion-resistant resin compound.

    DX Stay

Attaches Sea Arm Ⅶ or flexible light arm to grip 
or stay (screws included).

Bracket Shoe
20100

*Compatibility depends on the model of the waterproof case.

Sea Arm Light Arm Set
24101

The perfect companion arm set for compact digital camera housings.  
This arm set is designed to be very mobile, compact, and light. 
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